
In October, consumer spending in the retail sector among private households adjusted for calendar 
effects was up by 4.2 percent on the previous year’s level. Compared with the previous month, 
growth was slightly lower, which probably cannot be explained solely by the slight drop in inflation. 
However, in light of record low consumer confidence, actual purchasing among consumers does  
not yet point to a recession.

A slowdown in growth for private consumption
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With 2.5 million customers in 2022, PostFinance is one of the largest financial institutions in Switzerland. Every month, we analyse 
our customers’ anonymized payment transactions. This enables us to ascertain in almost real time how people in Switzerland spend 
their money each month. At the same time, the aggregated figures provide meaningful and up-to-date information about economic 
developments in Switzerland. The PostFinance consumption indicator shows year-on-year consumer spending adjusted for sales and 
holiday effects. It is therefore similar to the retail sales figures published by the Federal Statistical Office, but is available more quickly. 
Our data are also more comprehensive, covering for example restaurant and public transport expenditure. This allowed us to develop 
seasonally adjusted consumption indicators that include spending on specific goods and services (“everyday & household”, 
“beauty & wellness”, “recreation & leisure” and “travel”).

PostFinance consumption indicator

  PostFinance consumption indicator  Forecast October  Retail sector revenue (SFSO)

Source retail sector revenue: SFSO, www.pxweb.bfs.admin.ch/pxweb/en

https://www.pxweb.bfs.admin.ch/pxweb/en
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“Everyday & household” sub-indicator 

“Recreation & leisure” sub-indicator

Revenue from the everyday & household segment was slightly 
weaker in October. Only department stores and the knowledge 
segment managed a slight rise in revenue. Spending on pets − 
which has increased since the pandemic − remains at a high 
 level, while continued low spending on public transport is 
 increasingly indicating reduced mobility within society. 

Swiss people are still going out and spending heavily. Swiss 
 restaurants in particular have increased their revenue once again. 
By contrast, spending on indoor activities remains disappointing.

There is still no clear direction for spending in the beauty & 
 wellness segment. The structural profits of spending for health-
care have been maintained, despite a slight dip in revenue.  
There has been a clear fall in revenue for clothing, which is likely 
due to the unseasonably warm weather over recent weeks.

Swiss people continue to enjoy travelling. Spending on travel in 
October was once again well above the previous year’s figure. 
The trend towards low spending on hire cars has been consoli-
dated. However, revenue for hotels and restaurants abroad 
 remains strong.

“Beauty & wellness” sub-indicator 

“Travel” sub-indicator
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